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Another industry which has the same class of im-
portance is the preparation of tobacco. By much the
largest factory has been that of Messrs. Gallaher in
Belfast. ; Within the Free State's present area there
are considerable firms manufacturing pipe tobacco
and cigarettes in Dublin, Dundalk, and in Cork. In
this industry a degree of protection exists; since
manufactured tobacco and cigarettes imported from
outside the Free State pay a higher duty than that
which is charged to the Irish manufacturer on taking
his tobacco direct from bond. An immediate result has
been the establishment in the Free State of branches
of great British manufacturing firms.
The Irish tobacco trade has a certain connection
with Irish agriculture, because much tobacco was grown
in Ireland up to 1830, when the cultivation was sup-
pressed by law. Within the past twenty years it has
been revived experimentally, and there is no doubt
that the plant will grow more easily than, for instance,
in Flanders, owing to the rarity of frost and harsh
winds in spring. Yet since Irish tobacco cannot be
cured without artificial heat it can never be produced
so cheaply as in lands where sun drying is possible.
Irish agriculturists, however, plead strongly for a
State policy which should aim at developing the culti-
vation of this crop by a preferential system of duties.
It is a crop which employs much labour and employs
that labour in the slack months of the winter; it is
useful in rotation, and it makes considerable demands
on the farmer's skill and intelligence; and it can be
produced successfully on a great variety of Irish soils.
For the present, however, the tobacco industry in
Ireland is essentially one which employs labour to
fabricate a raw material grown outside of Ireland.
Yet it has possibilities of great development, because
it is a raw material which Ireland can produce for
itself.
In every Irish town of any importance there are
small local industries subordinate to agriculture,

